Down on the Border: A Western Lawmans Journal by Bart Skelton

Humorous Adventurous.

Down on the Border, A Western Lawmans Journal, isa collection of real life stories and escapades that will make you laugh and educate you to times lost - and not always in the style youd expect. This collection of columns, previously published in Primedias Guns and Ammo Magazine, is a small representation of adventures with outlaws, friends and carousers with whom the author has crossed paths. Ride along with the humor and tale telling of this Southwestern Lawman as he takes you to the brush country and shows you a little about life Down on the Border.

My Personal Review:
I found myself being able to visualize the desert, fell the heat of the region and Florida mountains that Skelton speaks of. His writing is extremely visual and you can almost feel the breath of the bad guys on the back of your neck. Skelton finds the humor and idiosyncrasies in human nature as we try to finagle our way through life. The characters that he has come in contact with through his law enforcement career, has got to make you think that humor is the best medicine. The one thing that will carry you through the day. I would highly recommend Down on the Border to get a taste of life in the deserts of the South west. You will find that every chapter will make you laugh and wanting to read more. The illustrations were fantastic and comical and added to the humorous nature of adventures. The introduction with J. Jackson was truly rewarding seeing, as it demonstrates Cops helping cops. Their lives and tales parallel no matter where they are. They should be rewarded highly for their service. Thank you for making an insane world seem humorous. I enjoyed the laughs.
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